Sphere: a novel platform for increasing Safety & Security on Unmanned Systems
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Abstract—The Healthy, Mobility and Security-based Data Communication Architecture, also known as HAMSTER, is provided with a special platform for safety & security: Sphere. It concentrates all the safety & security aspects of the main architecture and all derivative versions. The aim is to define patterns for assuring safety & security that allow every unmanned vehicle derived from HAMSTER to safely share information, even when different scenarios are involved, e. g. to permit the safe communication between an unmanned ground vehicle and an unmanned aerial vehicle. It is also a goal of Sphere to centralize the modules “health” check, which guarantees a safer operation for the vehicle and, consequently, the entire system. Modules and subsystems criticality measurements are proposed as part of the architecture definition for research & development of robust, safe, health and secure unmanned vehicles and systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of Unmanned Vehicles (UV) and Unmanned Systems has increased recently, fact that allowed the existence of several different types of vehicles e. g., aerial, terrestrial and aquatic vehicles. Such vehicles are likely to be integrated into the airspace, on public roads and even on aquatic environments following specific laws and requirements of each scenario. Thus, it is essential that all modules and subsystems that compose the aircraft as full communications elements meet healthy, mobility and security requirements, increasing the system overall capabilities and therefore allowing the vehicles to be certified and integrated into their operation space, following the specific rules determined by authorities, which may vary from country to country.

This paper presents Sphere, the Safety & Security platform from HAMSTER architecture [1]. The main objective of such platform is to help Researchers & Developers of UV to efficiently implement safety & security in their systems in a very integrated way. The motivation for developing Sphere is that safety & security must not be considered as features to be posteriorly integrated to an architecture, vehicle or system. Contrarily, they must be developed accordingly with the other UV subsystems, providing full possibilities for increasing the overall system robustness, safety and the information security.

This paper is organized as follow: Section II presents an overview of HAMSTER architecture; Section III presents a review of what has been done in the literature and what is still an issue for safety & security in UVs; Section IV brings all the details of the Sphere platform; Section V provides a criticality classification proposal for modules and subsystems; and Section VI concludes the paper.

II. HAMSTER ARCHITECTURE

The Healthy, Mobility and Security-based Data Communication Architecture was divided into three main versions according to the most common types of UV: aerial, aquatic and terrestrial. It was also defined two extra modules: one to deal with safety & security aspects under all three versions of HAMSTER, and another one responsible for all the mobility aspects in such systems. Figure 1 presents an overview of HAMSTER hierarchical organization.

Flying HAMSTER is the version of the architecture which deals exclusively with the aerial segment. It was defined based on specific characteristics and requirements of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) and unmanned aircraft systems (UAS). Flying HAMSTER deals specifically with internal airplane communication (IAC), airplane-to-airplane communication (A2A) and airplane-to-infrastructure communication (A2I).

The main applications of UAVs are related to cultural and environmental monitoring, safety, military and civil defense. The aircraft is usually able to capture images for processing relevant information about a specific field, which may contribute to improve productivity. There are several cases where they might be applied in environmental and borders monitoring, or even applied as aerial sensors.
in networks for disaster management [2] and multiple UAV applications [3], [4], [5], [6], [7].

Running HAMSTER deals specifically with vehicles on terrestrial segment. It was defined based on specific characteristics and requirements of unmanned ground vehicles (UGV) and unmanned ground systems (UGS). Running HAMSTER treats internal vehicle communication (IVC), vehicle-to-vehicle communication (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication (V2I).

The objective of ground vehicles may vary from driver support in possible dangerous situations with the intention of preventing road accidents, to autonomous driving with no human intervention, which could be used in urban traffic, agriculture, industry and safety applications [8]. The sensor fusion technique is used for integration of multiple sensors such as cameras, digital compasses, and GPS, allowing the vehicle to become autonomous in both urban and rural areas [9].

Swimming HAMSTER was designed for vehicles that operate on aquatic environments. It was defined based on specific characteristics and requirements of unmanned surface vehicles (UGV), unmanned undersea vehicles (UUV) and unmanned water vehicles systems (UWS). Swimming HAMSTER is composed by internal water vehicle communication (IWC), water vehicle-to-water vehicle communication (W2W) and water vehicle-to-infrastructure communication (W2I).
The aquatic vehicles have been used for various tasks, especially those related to monitoring of oil exploration and maintenance of hydropower. The current challenges for these vehicles go beyond autonomy, integrating other areas with the distributed and embedded systems, such as computer networks, artificial intelligence, software engineering, electrical, mechanical and mechatronics engineering, among others. The multiple vehicles tasks are also challenging [10], [11].

All versions of HAMSTER possess modules that compose the overall safety & security platform, called Sphere.

III. Safety & Security Issues for UV

Chien and Lin [12] made a study of a protocol for key exchange in a mobile ad hoc wireless network (MANET). It was stipulated that the network would be composed of three layers. A military example was used, in which the first layer is composed of nodes that communicate with a central unit within the backbone network. In the example, the nodes are soldiers sending information and the backbone is a vehicle with more computational power. The second level consists of several backbones composing a wireless network. Finally, the third level is a UAV flying in the area of the backbone, making the centralized network.

Eissa et al. [13] focused on creating an authentication mechanism in wireless ad hoc networks. To do this, four different keys are generated. An identity key, a public key, a private key, and symmetric key. The work assumes communication between AN and BN nodes. The first step is to check the confidence level of both nodes, which is done by querying the neighboring nodes using the identity key. If at least n nodes confirm the level of confidence of a specific node, the communication begins. The nodes AN and BN agree on a session key using the public key and the backbone is a vehicle with more computational power. The second level consists of several backbones composing a wireless network. Finally, the third level is a UAV flying in the area of the backbone, making the centralized network.

Faughnan et al. [14] made a study of UAVs kidnapping. The method is divided into two parts. The first one is the risk identification of an attack on the UAV. To perform this part, a list of risk scenarios was created. The second one consists on the creation of a mechanism to inform the system operator that the UAV is under attack. There are two systems onboard the plane measuring system speed. If there is great variation in the speed measurement, it might indicate that the system is under attack. For testing it was used a moving car to simulate the UAV. The result was a framework capable of detecting attacks using the measure of an essential variable. Such risk identification could be integrated in a central unit provided by Sphere, which will be better explained in Section IV.

Kashikar and Nimbhorkar [15] presented the exchange of messages among nodes in a MANET. As this exchange of messages is done by exchanging a data packet at a time, such networks are affected by DoS attacks. The proposed method aims to block access to the network by malicious nodes. If the target node of the attack begins receiving packages in quantities larger than the network supports, this node will prompt the attacker node to decrease its transmission rates. If not, the communication between the nodes is stopped and the target node will put the attacker node in a list of unreliable identifications. When a node attempts to join the network, the nodes that had already joined make a check on their lists of unreliable identifications. If the identification of the node which is trying to join the network is in one of such lists, it will not be allowed to enter the network.

Bakar et al. [16] aimed to study the creation of secure channels for communication between UAV systems, satellites and base stations. The paper addresses the major attacks in UAVs. Initially, it were determined the main components of the system, based on the degree of criticality. Then, it was created a system model and associated attacks and threats. The results were tested in a simulator in order to analyze the behavior of the network under attack. After a series of attacks, the system had some failed components, especially after the denial of service attack.

Man et al. [17] made a study monitoring the health and safety of UAV systems. As a basis for study, it was designated a model with the main components of an aircraft. These components have been grouped according to their function in the UAV. Thus, in case of errors in a module, the path of propagation of this error is known. In addition, the author discussed some techniques to predict when the modules should begin to be defective based on the quality of data and experience regarding the use of UAVs. The paper addresses important concepts in the health of the UAV. It was not taken into account the criticality of each module, which is part of the Sphere proposal (refer to Section IV for more details).

Raj et al. [18] studies a protocol for the admission of nodes on a network in a decentralized manner. In the beginning of the network it is determined that there are only trusted nodes. This group of nodes has a shared secret key. To enter the network, a node must make the request and receive permission from all nodes in the network using a secure channel of communication. If the node is approved for communication, network nodes create a new shared secret key and all nodes exchange keys for use in pairs of nodes at the time of secure communication.

Yedavalli and Belapurkar [19] presented applications of wireless sensor networks in aircraft, including the major systems of the aircraft and system limitations. In wireless networks, for example, it is possible to distribute the aircraft engine control, exchanging common sensors for smart ones. Another advantage is the reduction of the aircraft system weight, which leads to the vehicle being able to carry more loads. The paper also discusses some challenges of this approach, such as restrictions on the control of communication and best way to provide power to the sensors.
IV. Sphere: Safety & Security Platform on HAMSTER Architecture

Sphere is the platform for safety & security in HAMSTER architecture. Every aspects related to such subjects will be represented inside Sphere. Although the platform may have centralized modules, it is not a centralized platform. Sphere is present in many parts of the UAV according to its necessities. It is responsible for information security (the way it is exchanged, stored, manipulated etc.) to healthy and safety of the overall UAV and all subsystems that compose unmanned system.

A. Why Sphere?

The name Sphere comes from the idea of a hamster ball that allows the animal to play in a safe way. As an sphere has the visual concept of wrapping things, it was chosen as the name of the safety & security platform for HAMSTER architecture. It concentrates all the safety & security aspects of the main architecture and all derivative versions. The aim is to define patterns for assuring safety & security that allow every unmanned vehicle derived from HAMSTER to safely share information, even when different scenarios are involved, e.g. to permit the safe communication between an unmanned surface vehicle and an unmanned aerial vehicle. It is also a goal of Sphere to centralize the modules “health” check, which guarantees a safer operation for the vehicle and, consequently, the entire system.

Section IV-B will present details about how Sphere works.

B. The Sphere Main Proposal

This subsection is divided into two parts. The first one addresses a components usage policy and the second one an authentication protocol which will also be responsible by the components “health” checking.

1) Components usage policy: One of the first steps to ensure the safe operation of a vehicle and to facilitate its integration into the space of actuation (for instance, an UAV into the airspace) must be the redefinition of its components usage policy. Only a few parts of an UAV are properly treated to ensure that all connected modules are authentic and have not been replaced or tampered with by a third party. The current policy adopted by most aircraft manufacturers uses a concept of “Accept all” which trusts in all components embedded in an aircraft. This proposal suggests the assumption of an “Almost Deny All” approach, which denies the authenticity of all mechanical components and peripherals attached to the vehicle until the opposite is proved, which may result in safer vehicles.

The categorization of every module is therefore crucial for such a new security model to be applied to UV. There are various peripheral devices embedded in an UV that require different levels of security, which leads to the necessity of a module categorization according to the criticality of their performed functions. The Sphere proposal suggests the modules categorization into primary, secondary, and so on, according to necessity. Bigger and more robust vehicles may have their modules divided into more than two categories, once there is a greater variety of modules criticality to be considered.

Primary modules are those considered essential components for the UV to operate, to be aware of its location and to be able to perform an emergency operation abort safely, even when the mission was not entirely concluded. An autopilot, a GPS receiver, and barometric/inertial units are examples of modules classified as primary, since they might cause a big lost if in failure state. In contrast, modules not considered as essential functions to the UV are classified as secondary modules. Whether abnormal behaviors are detected in any secondary module, the operation of the primary components of the UV is not affected and the secondary module that presented the abnormality should be disabled or isolated. It implies that all primary modules must be authenticated before the operation begins. However, the secondary modules do not necessarily need an authentication before the mission execution.

In addition, to protect the UV against malicious attacks, there is the possibility of identifying anomalies due to usage time. For instance, pressure and collisions suffered by an aircraft may cause natural degradations in components integrity. Therefore, mechanisms to identify the existence of unusual behaviors should help to increase the UV safety, even with a consequent abort of a mission for reasons of physical integrity of the UV. These concepts are strongly connected to Sense & Avoidance area, which are considered as a feature to be integrated to HAMSTER as a future work.

The creation of access profiles for modules is another concept associated with the proposal of authentication. As a mission is assigned to the UV, it must go through an authentication process, which assigns different access permissions to the UV modules. Such concept is similar to the one used in modern operating systems where an administrator user is allowed to install and uninstall software with no restrictions, unlike a visitor user who has access to the programs, but is not allowed to install/uninstall them. Applied to UV, such concept adds a layer of security that allows blocking the use of selected modules by specific users. Such specification is intended to prevent unauthorized access. Even if there is a single effective user of an UV, no other user (an attacker or not) will have privileged access to modules or their information.

Figure 2 presents the Sphere main modules. Central Security Unit (CSU) is responsible for modules authentica
tion and “health” verification. Based on such results, CSU associates every module to a particular usage profile. The communication security is also addressed by Sphere and directly impacts the respective vehicle communications. The access policy assigned to each user must use cryptographic algorithms suitable for embedded or real-time sensitive environments. Several experiments have been carried out regarding security for critical embedded systems [20], [21].

2) Protocol structure: To protect the UV against attacks coming from malicious components, Sphere implements strict security policies. It is necessary to ensure that all modules are authentic, so if one of them fails
Figure 3. Modules and CSU authentication steps. The “Ballot box” is used by every other system modules for authenticating CSU through e-voting protocols.

or presents an abnormal behavior, the others must not communicate with it. Furthermore, such policies must be applicable even during vehicle operations, considering that external factors may affect the components behavior e.g. climate or weather changes. In addition, each component must contribute for overall UV safety. In order to apply such methods and requirements, it is assumed that at the system startup or after hardware changes, CSU module remains in an unsafe state and must be authenticated. It will be responsible for storing a table of public keys of all vehicle components, operating similarly to a Certification Authority (CA), which has the goal of ensure that a public key belongs to an entity (module). Each module (or component) will store a hash table of the keys for integrity checking.

During the vehicle start up, a mutual authentication phase should occur with CSU. It checks the database credentials of all modules, their criticality, and even if there is any access restriction. There is also the possibility of deciding whether a module should be initialized or not during the verification stage. The following steps will be authentication and exchange of encrypted messages to establish a secure channel for communication among modules and CSU.

After such handshake, three situations are expected:

- The module that is trying to authenticate and CSU have not been tampered with;
- The module has been tampered with and therefore has not been authenticated:
  - If it is a module of primary type, the UV must not operate;
  - If it is a module of secondary type, communication with it must be interrupted and a notification be sent to a control station.
- The module that is trying to authenticate may notice that CSU is not authentic, and must notify other components about it.

From the point of view of communication security, an ideal situation would be if all modules could authenticate with others. However, this method would cause a system overload, since the increase of modules in the aircraft would cause an exponential increase in the number of exchanged messages. To solve such problem there exist the e-voting protocols [22]. In case of non-authentic CSU, protocols such as those presented in [23] might be used. Such model can be further expanded according to the needs of the UV, including a negotiation mediated by CSU to create
a secure channel of communication among modules. A graphical representation of processes performed during the authentication module with CSU can be seen in Figure 3.

C. How is Sphere integrated to the HAMSTER architecture?

The CSU proposal is aimed at authenticating every module and keeps important information about all of them. Such database owned by CSU is capable of providing more than just authenticity credentials about modules or subsystems. Furthermore, it may contain criticality information and own routing tables for establishing secure communications among modules and subsystems of UVs.

Such integration makes CSU not just the central unit for safety & security information, but also the coordinator of communications, permitting it to allow/deny specific communications, in cases it is needed. Profiles and subsystems criticality profiles are current results of Sphere proposal that will be presented in Section V.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The very first step of an architecture definition must be the identification of criticality in general modules that compose an UV and a ground station, allowing appropriate approaches for each of such elements, ensuring the proper operation of the UV. Such criticality classification will be defined by a set of characteristics that may vary from system to system, but a general analysis will help defining strategies for real time systems regarding communications, safety & security.

Our proposal of modules and subsystems criticality classification is composed by several information. Considering an example of the Air Data Sensors subsystem, which is composed by dynamic pressure, static pressure, rate of change of pressure and temperature. The aim is to provide data such as barometric altitude, indicated airspeed, vertical speed, Mach, static air temperature, total air temperature and true airspeed [24].

Sphere determines that a 'form' with Air Data sensor subsystem characteristics must be filled providing important information for determining its criticality in the overall system. Such information follow the rules that can be seen in Table I. Every sensor that compose the Air Data Sensor subsystem of our example (pressure sensor, temperature sensor, air speed sensor and altitude sensor) will also have a specific form following the rules for modules profiles, which can be seen in Table II.

Based on such classification presented in Tables I and II it will be possible to compose the subsystem/module profile in a specific system. Extra information may contribute for classification e. g. if the area where the mission is being performed is populated, the required altitude for performing a mission, and the existence of obstacles in the area, to name a few.

Regarding the criticality level, four situations are expected:

• High Criticality:

Table I. Subsystem profile form with the key information for composing the profile of the vehicle subsystems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsystem Profile</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Name of the subsystem being described.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modules</td>
<td>Names of the modules that compose the subsystem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Brief description of subsystem function for the system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Aircraft size | 1. General aircraft  
2. Small  
3. Medium  
4. Big |
| Criticality level | High Criticality:  
1. Catastrophic  
2. Critical  
Low Criticality:  
3. Marginal  
4. Minor |
| Criticality phases | 1. Take-off  
2. Landing  
3. Flying  
4. All the time |
| Reasons | According to the type of aircraft and missions performed, reasons about the chosen criticality may vary. |

Table II. Module profile form with the key information for composing the profile of the vehicle modules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module Profile</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Name of the module being described.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsystem</td>
<td>Names of the subsystem it belongs to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Brief description of subsystem function for the system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Aircraft size | 1. General aircraft  
2. Small  
3. Medium  
4. Big |
| Criticality level | High Criticality:  
1. Catastrophic  
2. Critical  
Low Criticality:  
3. Marginal  
4. Minor |
| Criticality phases | 1. Take-off  
2. Landing  
3. Flying  
4. All the time |
| Reasons | According to the type of aircraft and missions performed, reasons about the chosen criticality may vary. |

1) **Catastrophic**: when a failure may cause the loss of the UV.
2) **Critical**: when a failure may cause the loss of almost the entire mission.

• Low Criticality:

3) **Marginal**: when a failure may compromise a small part of the mission.
4) **Minor**: when a failure would not cause problems neither to the aircraft or the mission, but it would require a posterior repair to the subsystem/module.

Sphere will consider the criticality classification for defining priority of communication, safety & security in the overall system. Such results are the start of the Sphere proposal creation and will be implemented very close to the HAMSTER architecture implementation.
VI. Conclusions

Safety & security compose an important paradigm for every critical embedded system. The development of systems that consider such paradigm since the beginning of its development are more capable of providing safety & security in a better way regarding performance. Unmanned vehicles developed following the guidelines of HAMSTER architecture will find a platform that completely support the development of such paradigm in every stage of the process. It is also prepared for covering components “health” check, overall safety improvements and information security guarantee in every exchange, storage or manipulation of data.

Sphere is under the HAMSTER architecture to provide not only increased safety & security for one vehicle, but also for groups of vehicles either similar or not. Sphere was made to allow different HAMSTER based architectures to communicate. Thus, ground, aerial and aquatic vehicles are able to securely exchange important information, contributing for the interaction of different scenarios where unmanned vehicles may be applied.

This paper presented our proposal for increasing safety & security in unmanned vehicles. It also presented some preliminary results with criticality level definitions and the application of the concept of criticality profiles to classify modules and subsystems. Sphere will is in constant development under the HAMSTER architecture.
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